The public defence in order to obtain the PhD in Agronomy and Bioengineering degree of

AMAURY BEAUGENDRE

will be held on

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18TH 2024 AT 4:00 PM AT :

DC2.206
Building D, 2nd Floor, Room 206, Solbosch Campus
50, Avenue Franklin Roosevelt, 1050 Ixelles, Brussels

(Click on the pictogram to view the Campus map)

as well as online:

Click here to join the videoconference

M. Amaury BEAUGENDRE will publicly present and defend an original thesis entitled:
« Looking for balance in organic heterogeneous wheat crops: Effects of trait contrasts and sowing density on plant interactions, and their consequences on yield and quality »

Supervisors :
Marjolein VISSER
Dominique MINGEOT